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This is an open source MMO RTS for programmers, the main mechanic of which is programming the AI â€‹â€‹of your units. Also, in addition to entertainment, you can watch movies and play video games, which allows you not to break away from the most interesting. The game allows you to develop your character up to level 50,
which in itself gives you certain advantages in the game. Game process Game servers: - Tower Defense - Battlefield 4 - The Elder Scrolls Online - World of Warships - PvP - Antichamber - Dragon Age Online 2 Online Competitive Modes In these tournaments, you can compete in your game with other players, along the way

developing your character to level 100. All upgrades will be related to your special skill, which you can upgrade. Tournaments are held on three continents and five continents. The game has 4 types of levels: - RP - Rush Points - Permadeath - Sealed The level sets the difference in the amount of experience that can be gained from the
first level to the second level. 1 - Rp, 2 - Riesen, 3 - Rfi, 4 - Rkert Each new level you open gives you access to 100 levels that you can expand with various skills that will grow with your level, as well as your skills will gain experience from your actions. The great thing about this game is that the development of skills takes place not only
during the game, but also online. Now you can share your skills and knowledge with others, as well as develop your skills with other classes. You can find representatives of different classes in caves, on city streets, in forests and in abandoned buildings where you can find rare items or ancient artifacts. There you can also find small tasks
that can be performed both with each other and with other participants in the game. Of course, it cannot be said that the game is a real, full-fledged MMORPG, but still it is one of the most interesting and exciting projects in this direction today. Free download pirate gaming world for PC There are two main characters in this game - a

pirate and a soldier. They are friends who could have been together if they hadn't let each other down. Pirates keep the coast at bay, and soldiers guard the port. But each of them does not want to show others how hard it is for him. So they constantly fight over
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